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HEALTH & SAFETY SERVICES, Inc.
PO Box 365 • Berlin, NJ 08009 • (856) 452-1311 • info@hssenv.com
Indoor Air Quality • Asbestos & Lead Management • Site Assessments
January 26, 2022
Mrs. Theresa Doggett
Director of Facilities and Operations
Belmont Charter Network
Community Education Alliance
1301 Belmont Avenue
Suite 209
Philadelphia, PA 19104
Subject:

Lead-based Paint Inspection
Lead & Copper Water Sampling
Belmont Academy Charter School
1301 Belmont Avenue, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Dear Mrs. Doggett,
Please find enclosed the following report for referenced project listed above. The lead-based paint
inspection was performed within current acceptable industry guidelines - i.e. City of Philadelphia
Guidelines.
Norman Harrison conducted the testing for this project. Mr. Harrison is a PA Licensed Lead
Inspector / Risk Assessor.
On behalf of Health and Safety, Inc., (H&S) we wish to thank you for allowing H&S to perform
this lead-based paint inspection. If you have any questions concerning this report, please contact
me at your earliest convenience at (856) 452-1311.
Respectfully,
Health & Safety Services, Inc.

James Proctor
President

SCOPE OF WORK
Building Background (limited)
The building is located at 1301 Belmont Avenue in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. The building has three stories
with a basement Gym. The building was built in 1963.

Preface
The Health & Safety Services, Inc. (H&S) was contracted to perform lead-based paint inspection at the above
stated address. H&S completed the XRF testing of the property in June 2021. Testing was performed on the
interior and exterior painted surfaces on the referenced property building.

Training
Technician utilized by H&S has been trained in the 5 day or 1-day refresher Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) Model Program for Lead Inspector / Risk Assessor, with current, valid Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania Lead Inspector certification.
Technicians utilized by H&S have also been trained in the use, calibration and maintenance of the X-ray
Fluorescence (XRF) equipment they currently use, along with necessary principles of Radiation Safety, as a
result of a manufacturer’s developed and taught training class.

Methods
The calibration of the Device is done in accordance with Performance Characteristic Sheets (PCS). This
XRF instrument is calibrated using a calibration block that is supplied by RMD to determine if the instrument
is within calibration. Three (3) calibration readings are taken and averaged before and after the subject
building is tested to assure the instrument is working within the manufacturer’s standards. If for any reason
the instrument is not maintaining a consistently reproducible calibration, manufacture’s recommendations
are used to bring the instrument into calibration. If the instrument can not be brought back into calibration it
is immediately removed from active service and sent back to the manufacturer for examination, service and/or
re-calibration.
The methodology for conducting this lead-based paint survey was done utilizing single family testing rules
according to the HUD Guidelines, dated September 1997, - Chapter 7 for single family housing.
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{This picture is only representation of typical room/ area at a site.}

Testing for the School was done utilizing the Quick Mode setting. One test point was taken for testing
combination, except for the walls where at least four (4) were tested, to determine the amount of lead
contained in the paint for that substrate. A testing combination is characterized by the room equivalent (living
room, dining room, etc.), component type (baseboard, casing, etc.) and substrate (metal, sheetrock, etc.). The
resulting test readings are then classified as POSITIVE OR NEGATIVE according to the instruments PCS
Sheet for Threshold Limits (See previous table for limits). Substrate corrections were not performed since
the LPA-1 was used in the Quick Mode setting, no substrate corrections is necessary according to the PCS.

Findings
In testing the subject building no positive readings were found on components on the interior or exterior of
the building. Attached in the following pages is a listing of these components by area, component and
condition:
No Lead Based Paint Identified

Lead & Copper water sampling
Health & Safety Services, Inc. provided the services necessary to complete potable water sampling for lead
and copper levels of drinking water throughout the school district. Water samples were collected throughout
the district, no locations tested above the lead limit of 15 parts per billion (ppb) and copper above 1,300 ppb.
Health & Safety Services, Inc. recommends maintaining water filter replacement schedule.
No water samples tested above City of Philadelphia Limits

Recommendations
The following recommendations are based on the XRF results collected during the inspection of this
property: Health & Safety Services, Inc. recommends having all positive components removed and
replaced with new. However this can be a financial burden to the owner. The owner may conduct the
following as an alternative to full component removal:
•

Window casings, sash, sills and aprons – paint stabilization of loose and flaking areas. H&S
also recommends that the windows be removed and replaced.

•

Baseboards – paint stabilization of loose and flaking areas. Also making sure that remaining
baseboards are intact.

•

Doors – depending on the condition of the door, trim friction side of door and stabilize remaining
door.

•

Door casings – paint stabilization of loose and flaking areas. Also making sure that remaining
door casings are intact.

•

Pipe – paint stabilization of loose and flaking areas. Make sure remaining

•

Walls – paint stabilization of loose and flaking areas.

•

Window sills (exterior) – paint stabilization of loose and flaking areas around the casings and
aprons. The sills should be scraped to the bare wood and re-painted. Another option is to enclose
the exterior windowsills with an aluminum capping and seal the edges.
Water – maintain water filter replacement schedule.

•

Most of the areas that tested positive for lead-based paint are not friction areas. Windows and doors area
friction areas and should be addressed by removal and replacement whenever possible.
Please note that if the owner decides to keep the components and perform paint stabilization the owner will
need to conduct routine maintenance on the components to ensure that the components remain intact and are
not causing contamination of the area(s) where they are located. This would include having a licensed lead
inspector conduct dust wipe samples of the areas to determine if dust contamination is present.
The above areas should be addressed by an approved abatement contractor. It is recommended that the owner
have a licensed and/ or trained EPA abatement contractor perform the necessary remediation on these
components. Once work is completed a licensed lead evaluation contractor will need to collect dust wipe
samples for clearance.
Most of the areas that tested positive for lead-based paint are not friction areas. Windows and doors area
friction areas and should be addressed by removal and replacement when possible.

Legitimacy
H&S’s results only pertain to those components in the specific areas surveyed at the time of our evaluation.
If any component(s) were not evaluated or are in question then additional testing should be performed so to
adequately characterize the coated component(s).

Disclosure Responsibility
A copy of this report must be provided to new lessees (tenants) and purchases of this property under Federal
Law (24 CFR part 53 and 40 CFR part 745) before they become obligated under a lease or sales contract.
The complete report must also be provided to new purchases and it must be made available to new tenants.
Landlords (lessors) and sellers are also required to distribute an educational pamphlet and include standard
warning language in their leases or sales contracts to ensure that parents have the information they need to
protect their children from lead-based paint hazards.

Disclaimer
This is our report of a visual survey, and X-Ray Fluorescence (XRF) analysis of the readily accessible areas
of this building and tested components. The presence or absence of lead-based paint or lead-based paint
hazards applies only to the tested or assessed surfaces on the date of the field visit and it should be understood
that conditions noted within this report were accurate at the time of the inspection and in no way reflect the
conditions at the property after the date of the inspection. Ongoing monitoring by the owner is usually
necessary. No other environmental concerns were addressed during this inspection.

APPENDIX A - XRF Data Sheets

APPENDIX B - Diagram of Lead Inspection Area

APPENDIX C – Lead & Copper Report

9000 Commerce Parkway Suite B
Mt. Laurel, New Jersey 08054
Telephone: 856-231-9449
Email: customerservice@iatl.com

CERTIFICATE OF ANALYSIS
Report Date:
Report No.:
Project:
Project No.:

Client: Health & Safety Services, Inc
PO Box 365
Berlin NJ 08009
Client: HEA198

6/28/2021
639052 - Lead Water
Belmont Charter Schools
21-0614-14

LEAD WATER SAMPLE ANALYSIS SUMMARY

Lab No.:7238825
Client No.:1

Location:3rd Fl Hall - ADA
* Sample acidified to pH <2.

Result(ppb):7.90

Lab No.:7238826
Client No.:2

Location:3rd Fl Hall - Filter
* Sample acidified to pH <2.

Result(ppb):<1.00

Lab No.:7238827
Client No.:3

Location:2nd Fl Hall - ADA
* Sample acidified to pH <2.

Result(ppb):3.10

Lab No.:7238828
Client No.:4

Location:2nd Fl Hall - Standard
* Sample acidified to pH <2.

Result(ppb):2.90

Lab No.:7238829
Client No.:5

Location:1st Fl Hall - ADA
* Sample acidified to pH <2.

Result(ppb):<1.00

Lab No.:7238830
Client No.:6

Location:1st Fl Hall - Standard
* Sample acidified to pH <2.

Result(ppb):<1.00

Lab No.:7238831
Client No.:7

Location:Lobby - ADA
* Sample acidified to pH <2.

Result(ppb):<1.00

Lab No.:7238832
Client No.:8

Location:Lobby - Filtered
* Sample acidified to pH <2.

Result(ppb):<1.00

Lab No.:7238833
Client No.:9

Location:Cafeteria - Office
* Sample acidified to pH <2.

Result(ppb):<1.00

Lab No.:7238834
Client No.:10

Location:Cafeteria - Restroom
* Sample acidified to pH <2.

Result(ppb):<1.00

Please refer to the Appendix of this report for further information regarding your analysis.
Date Received:
Date Analyzed:

6/18/2021
06/24/2021

Signature:
Analyst:

Chad Shaffer

Dated : 6/28/2021 9:00:17

Approved By:
Frank E. Ehrenfeld, III
Laboratory Director
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9000 Commerce Parkway Suite B
Mt. Laurel, New Jersey 08054
Telephone: 856-231-9449
Email: customerservice@iatl.com

CERTIFICATE OF ANALYSIS
Report Date:
Report No.:
Project:
Project No.:

Client: Health & Safety Services, Inc
PO Box 365
Berlin NJ 08009
Client: HEA198

6/28/2021
639052 - Lead Water
Belmont Charter Schools
21-0614-14

LEAD WATER SAMPLE ANALYSIS SUMMARY

Lab No.:7238835
Client No.:11

Location:Gym - ADA
* Sample acidified to pH <2.

Result(ppb):14.9

Lab No.:7238836
Client No.:12

Location:Gym - Standard
* Sample acidified to pH <2.

Result(ppb):9.40

Please refer to the Appendix of this report for further information regarding your analysis.
Date Received:
Date Analyzed:

6/18/2021
06/24/2021

Signature:
Analyst:

Chad Shaffer

Dated : 6/28/2021 9:00:17

Approved By:
Frank E. Ehrenfeld, III
Laboratory Director
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9000 Commerce Parkway Suite B
Mt. Laurel, New Jersey 08054
Telephone: 856-231-9449
Email: customerservice@iatl.com

CERTIFICATE OF ANALYSIS
Report Date:
Report No.:
Project:
Project No.:

Client: Health & Safety Services, Inc
PO Box 365
Berlin NJ 08009
Client: HEA198

6/28/2021
639052 - Lead Water
Belmont Charter Schools
21-0614-14

Appendix to Analytical Report:
Customer Contact: Jim Proctor
Analysis: AAS-GF - ASTM D3559-08D
This appendix seeks to promote greater understanding of any observations, exceptions, special instructions, or circumstances that the laboratory needs to communicate to
the client concerning the above samples. The information below is used to help promote your ability to make the most informed decisions for you and your customers.
Please note the following points of contact for any questions you may have.
iATL Customer Service: customerservice@iatl.com
iATL OfficeManager: ?wchampion@iatl.com
iATL Account Representative: Kelly Klippel
Sample Login Notes: See Batch Sheet Attached
Sample Matrix: Water
Exceptions Noted: See Following Pages

General Terms, Warrants, Limits, Qualifiers:
General information about iATL capabilities and client/laboratory relationships and responsibilities are spelled out in iATL policies that are listed at www.iATL.com and in
our Quality Assurance Manual per ISO 17025 standard requirements. The information therein is a representation of iATL definitions and policies for turnaround times,
sample submittal, collection media, blank definitions, quantification issues and limit of detection, analytical methods and procedures, sub-contracting policies, results
reporting options, fees, terms, and discounts, confidentiality, sample archival and disposal, and data interpretation.
iATL warrants the test results to be of a precision normal for the type and methodology employed for each sample submitted. iATL disclaims any other warrants,
expressed or implied, including warranty of fitness for a particular purpose and warranty of merchantability. iATL accepts no legal responsibility for the purpose for which
the client uses test results. Any analytical work performed must be governed by our Standard Terms and Conditions. Prices, methods and detection limits may be changed
without notification. Please contact your Customer Service Representative for the most current information.
This confidential report relates only to those item(s) tested and does not represent an endorsement by NIST-NVLAP, AIHA LAP LLC, or any agency of local, state or
province governments nor of any agency of the U.S. government.
This report shall not be reproduced except in full, without written approval of the laboratory.

Information Pertinent to this Report:
Analysis by AAS Graphite Furnace:
- ASTM D3559-08D
Certification:
- NYS-DOH No. 11021
- NJDEP No. 03863

Note: These methods are analytically equivalent to iATL’s accredited method;
- USEPA 40CFR 141.11B
- USEPA 200.9 Pb, AAS-GF, RL <2 ppb/sample
- USEPA SW 846-7421 - Pb(AAS-GF, RL <2 ppb/sample)
Regulatory limit for lead in drinking water is 15.0 parts per billion as cited in EPA 40 CFR 141.11 National Primary Drinking Water Regulations, Subpart B: Maximum
contaminant levels for inorganic chemicals.
All results are based on the samples as received at the lab. iATL assumes that appropriate sampling methods have been used and that the data upon which these results are
based have been accurately supplied by the client.
Sample results are not corrected for contamination by field or analytical blanks.
PPB = Parts per billion. 1 µg/L = 1 ppb MDL = 0.24 PPB Reporting Limit (RL) = 1.0 PPB

Dated : 6/28/2021 9:00:17
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9000 Commerce Parkway Suite B
Mt. Laurel, New Jersey 08054
Telephone: 856-231-9449
Email: customerservice@iatl.com

CERTIFICATE OF ANALYSIS
Report Date:
Report No.:
Project:
Project No.:

Client: Health & Safety Services, Inc
PO Box 365
Berlin NJ 08009
Client: HEA198

6/28/2021
639052 - Lead Water
Belmont Charter Schools
21-0614-14

Disclaimers / Qualifiers:
There may be some samples in this project that have a “NOTE:” associated with a sample result. We use added disclaimers or qualifiers to inform the client about
something that requires further explanation. Here is a complete list with highlighted disclaimers pertinent to this project. For a full explanation of these and other
disclaimers, please inquire at customerservice@iatl.com.
Matrix spiking is performed on each client batch to determine if interferences could impact results. When spike recoveries fall out of acceptable range matrix interference
is suspected and samples are diluted until acceptable spike recovery can be achieved. Reporting limits will increase by the same degree as the dilution required.
Note: Sample dilution required due to matrix interference.
Water Sample Turbidity greater than 1.0 NTU does not meet Federal and NJ State Primary & Secondary Drinking Water Standards.
* ASTM D3559 (D) calls for the addition of acid at the time of sampling. Unless so noted on the chain of custody by the client iATL acidifies samples to a pH of <2 at
least 24 hours prior to analysis.

Dated : 6/28/2021 9:00:17
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9000 Commerce Parkway Suite B
Mt. Laurel, New Jersey 08054
Telephone: 856-231-9449
Email: customerservice@iatl.com

CERTIFICATE OF ANALYSIS
Report Date:
Report No.:
Project:
Project No.:

Client: Health & Safety Services, Inc
PO Box 365
Berlin NJ 08009
Client: HEA198

6/28/2021
639052 - Copper Water
Belmont Charter Schools
21-0614-14

COPPER WATER SAMPLE ANALYSIS SUMMARY

Lab No.:7238825
Client No.:1

Location:3rd Fl Hall - ADA
* Sample acidified to pH <2.

Result(ppb):1250

Lab No.:7238826
Client No.:2

Location:3rd Fl Hall - Filter
* Sample acidified to pH <2.

Result(ppb):126

Lab No.:7238827
Client No.:3

Location:2nd Fl Hall - ADA
* Sample acidified to pH <2.

Result(ppb):517

Lab No.:7238828
Client No.:4

Location:2nd Fl Hall - Standard
* Sample acidified to pH <2.

Result(ppb):519

Lab No.:7238829
Client No.:5

Location:1st Fl Hall - ADA
* Sample acidified to pH <2.

Result(ppb):1300

Lab No.:7238830
Client No.:6

Location:1st Fl Hall - Standard
* Sample acidified to pH <2.

Result(ppb):169

Lab No.:7238831
Client No.:7

Location:Lobby - ADA
* Sample acidified to pH <2.

Result(ppb):338

Lab No.:7238832
Client No.:8

Location:Lobby - Filtered
* Sample acidified to pH <2.

Result(ppb):265

Lab No.:7238833
Client No.:9

Location:Cafeteria - Office
* Sample acidified to pH <2.

Result(ppb):752

Lab No.:7238834
Client No.:10

Location:Cafeteria - Restroom
* Sample acidified to pH <2.

Result(ppb):138

Please refer to the Appendix of this report for further information regarding your analysis.
Date Received:
Date Analyzed:

6/18/2021
06/28/2021

Signature:
Analyst:

Chad Shaffer

Dated : 6/28/2021 9:00:18

Approved By:
Frank E. Ehrenfeld, III
Laboratory Director
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9000 Commerce Parkway Suite B
Mt. Laurel, New Jersey 08054
Telephone: 856-231-9449
Email: customerservice@iatl.com

CERTIFICATE OF ANALYSIS
Report Date:
Report No.:
Project:
Project No.:

Client: Health & Safety Services, Inc
PO Box 365
Berlin NJ 08009
Client: HEA198

6/28/2021
639052 - Copper Water
Belmont Charter Schools
21-0614-14

COPPER WATER SAMPLE ANALYSIS SUMMARY

Lab No.:7238835
Client No.:11

Location:Gym - ADA
* Sample acidified to pH <2.

Result(ppb):1000

Lab No.:7238836
Client No.:12

Location:Gym - Standard
* Sample acidified to pH <2.

Result(ppb):938

Please refer to the Appendix of this report for further information regarding your analysis.
Date Received:
Date Analyzed:

6/18/2021
06/28/2021

Signature:
Analyst:

Chad Shaffer

Dated : 6/28/2021 9:00:18

Approved By:
Frank E. Ehrenfeld, III
Laboratory Director
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9000 Commerce Parkway Suite B
Mt. Laurel, New Jersey 08054
Telephone: 856-231-9449
Email: customerservice@iatl.com

CERTIFICATE OF ANALYSIS
Report Date:
Report No.:
Project:
Project No.:

Client: Health & Safety Services, Inc
PO Box 365
Berlin NJ 08009
Client: HEA198

6/28/2021
639052 - Copper Water
Belmont Charter Schools
21-0614-14

Appendix to Analytical Report:
Customer Contact: Jim Proctor
Analysis: AAS-FL- ASTM D1688-12(A)
This appendix seeks to promote greater understanding of any observations, exceptions, special instructions, or circumstances that the laboratory needs to communicate to
the client concerning the above samples. The information below is used to help promote your ability to make the most informed decisions for you and your customers.
Please note the following points of contact for any questions you may have.
iATL Customer Service: customerservice@iatl.com
iATL OfficeManager: wchampion@iatl.com
iATL Account Representative: Kelly Klippel
Sample Login Notes: See Batch Sheet Attached
Sample Matrix: Water
Exceptions Noted: See Following Pages

General Terms, Warrants, Limits, Qualifiers:
General information about iATL capabilities and client/laboratory relationships and responsibilities are spelled out in iATL policies that are listed at www.iATL.com and in
our Quality Assurance Manual per ISO 17025 standard requirements. The information therein is a representation of iATL definitions and policies for turnaround times,
sample submittal, collection media, blank definitions, quantification issues and limit of detection, analytical methods and procedures, sub-contracting policies, results
reporting options, fees, terms, and discounts, confidentiality, impartiality, sample archival and disposal, and data interpretation. See also www.iatl.com/resources/FAQ
iATL warrants the test results to be of a precision normal for the type and methodology employed for each sample submitted. iATL disclaims any other warrants,
expressed or implied, including warranty of fitness for a particular purpose and warranty of merchantability. iATL accepts no legal responsibility for the purpose for which
the client uses test results. Any analytical work performed must be governed by our Standard Terms and Conditions. Prices, methods and detection limits may be changed
without notification. Please contact your Customer Service Representative for the most current information.
This confidential report relates only to those item(s) tested and does not represent an endorsement by NIST-NVLAP, AIHA LAP LLC, NELAC (TNI), or any agency of
local, state or province governments nor of any agency of the U.S. government.
This report shall not be reproduced except in full, without written approval of the laboratory.

Information Pertinent to this Report:
Analysis by AAS Graphite Furnace:
- ASTM D1688-12(A)
Accreditations:
- NYS-DOH No. 11021
- NJDEP No. 03863

Note: These methods are analytically equivalent to iATL’s accredited method;
- USEPA 200.9 Cu, AAS-FL, RL <40 ppb/sample
Regulatory limit for copper in drinking water is 1300 parts per billion (or 1.3 ppm) as cited in EPA 40 CFR 141.11 National Primary Drinking Water Regulations, Subpart
B: Maximum contaminant levels for inorganic chemicals.
All results are based on the samples as received at the lab. iATL assumes that appropriate sampling methods have been used and that the data upon which these results are
based have been accurately supplied by the client.
Sample results are not corrected for contamination by field or analytical blanks.
PPB = Parts per billion. 1 µg/L = 1 ppb MDL = 20 PPB Reporting Limit (RL) = 40 PPB

Disclaimers / Qualifiers:
Dated : 6/28/2021 9:00:18
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9000 Commerce Parkway Suite B
Mt. Laurel, New Jersey 08054
Telephone: 856-231-9449
Email: customerservice@iatl.com

CERTIFICATE OF ANALYSIS
Report Date:
Report No.:
Project:
Project No.:

Client: Health & Safety Services, Inc
PO Box 365
Berlin NJ 08009
Client: HEA198

6/28/2021
639052 - Copper Water
Belmont Charter Schools
21-0614-14

There may be some samples in this project that have a “NOTE:” associated with a sample result. We use added disclaimers or qualifiers to inform the client about
something that requires further explanation. Here is a complete list with highlighted disclaimers pertinent to this project. For a full explanation of these and other
disclaimers, please inquire at customerservice@iatl.com.
Matrix spiking is performed on each client batch to determine if interferences could impact results. When spike recoveries fall out of acceptable range matrix interference
is suspected and samples are diluted until acceptable spike recovery can be achieved. Reporting limits will increase by the same degree as the dilution required.
Note: Sample dilution required due to matrix interference.
Water Sample Turbidity greater than 1.0 NTU does not meet Federal and NJ State Primary & Secondary Drinking Water Standards.
* ASTM D1668-12(A) calls for the addition of acid at the time of sampling. Unless so noted on the chain of custody by the client iATL acidifies samples to a pH of <2 at
least 24 hours prior to analysis.

Dated : 6/28/2021 9:00:18
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